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A PIECE OF SWISS HISTORY

ERIC LIENHARD

Finding the map shown above at Philatex recently, the caption ‘Switzerland with its Allies’ amused and
intrigued me. Printed around 1800 (?) it actually depicts the situation sometime after 1440. You will see
several names that you may not have come across before. In particular :
•The Land of the House of God (Gotteshausbund) was formed on 29th January 1367 in
Chur, to forestall the Habsburgs taking over the diocese of Chur.
•The League of Grise (Grauer Bund) was initiated on 14 th February 1395 to facilitate peace
and cooperation between numerous factions.
•The League of Ten Jurisdictions (Zehngerichte Bund) was formed on 8th June 1436, after
the line of the counts of Toggenburg died out, again to counter the ambition of the
Habsburgs.
At that time ‘Switzerland’ was comprised of the 8 old cantons : Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Lucerne,
Zürich, Glarus, Berne and Zug. All these cantons pursued power politics to a greater or lesser extent,
which in turn were courted or threatened by the German Kaiser, the French King or the Venetians. The
patchwork of territories were at various times subjects of these superpowers or some cantons. The
bishops of Basel and St. Gallen also held sway over some areas, as did other bishoprics. After the battle
of Morgarten in 1315, the Swiss became renowned fighters on their own behalf and later, as mercenaries
with the superpowers, sadly sometimes on opposing sides.
The term allies could refer to affiliated territories, vassal states or sympathetic groups such as the three
leagues in the area of present day Grisons. Swiss history is complex and fascinating, a cauldron of
alliances and disputes, complicated by religious differences. For more detailed information on the
organisations referred to above you could 'google' them under their German names, then translate.
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TRIAL PRINTS - SOME MYSTERIES UNRAVELLED

February 2012
DERRICK SLATE

Fig. 1
Swiss Trial Prints are fascinating. They were defined by the P.T.T. as 'trial impressions from special
cylinders used to test the correct operation of stamp printing equipment when first installed, after
maintenance or repair or when trying out new inks, papers, etc'. (For more details see the article by
Richard T. Hall in 'Tell' July 2008 P. 9.)
Perhaps their main attractions to the novice collector are their vibrant colours, diverse range of subjects,
the beautiful views of the Swiss landscape and the mystery of how many you need to 'complete the set'.
After many years of collecting I find the various colours, papers and varieties of greatest interest. They
have been produced in Typography(Letterpress), Line-Engraved(Recess), Line-Engraved and
Photogravure combined, Line-Engraved and Offset (Lithographed) combined and Photogravure. The
wide range of papers used for the 'Cross and Wavy Line' and 'Cross and Ball' Printings are particularly
worthy of study.
They were produced by the P.T.T. Printing Works in Bern and Helio Courvoisier S.A. in La Chaux de
Fonds. In June 2002 the Swiss Post closed the stamp printing works and on 21st May 2001 Helio
Courvoisier ceased production and were sold to Walsall Security Printers Ltd, Walsall. U.K.
Many of us have a soft spot for them and are prepared to fork out small sums to add a page or two to
our collections - but you need to be careful if you intend to create more specialist displays. Small
numbers of these Trials were available to collectors from the P.T.T. Printing Works, gratis. It was not easy
to acquire any Trials from Courvoisier. Whilst the common ones can now be purchased from dealers for
as little as 20p to 80p, many are not easy to find and some auction houses and Ebay put very high
prices on them. Some years ago Heinz Katcher acquired a lot and offered them to HPS members for
sale.

Look out for the 'promotional/souvenir booklets' which were given away to collectors, potential clients
and at major stamp exhibitions – one of these is shown in Fig. 1 above.
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In 1994 (last updated to 64 pages in 2009) I produced trial print information in which I attempted to
catalogue all the known types of Swiss Trial Prints and the subject, designer, paper type, printing
method, colours, shades, sheet-sizes/layout, date of trials, printing machine, etc. – where known. Copies
of the book are held in the libraries of our Society and the AHPS for members to borrow. One important
source of information was in 2003 when Doug Houtris met someone at Stampex who had visited
Courvoisier's works not long before it closed in June 2002. During his visit he obtained fresh insights into
the range of the trials and a few unusual items. In the United States, the best collection is held by AHPS
member John Larson. (n.b. John wrote the four page item on Trial Prints in the AHPS's book 'Philately of
Switzerland' published in 2010). In 2009 Richard T. Hall utilised much of the information in my booklet
and illustrations of items from John's collection to produce a very concise and readable article for 'Tell'
on the subject of 'Photogravure Scenic Trial Prints'.
If you are particularly interested in this subject then I suggest you contact me and borrow the book
(240g). To whet the appetite of all readers, I have included in this article illustrations of the five different
sheets of photogravure 'prints' in the very attractive, so-called 'Alpine Post' series produced by the PTT
Printing Works (see article in the BBZ October 2001 – February 2002). They are. :
'Medium-size' (37 x 20 mm.) printed in 1936 in sheets of 25 different subjects (particularly post buses in
different locations). It was produced in the following colours – violet, red green and blue (Fig. 2 P.10).
'Small size' (26 x 20½ mm.) printed post-1936 in sheets of 50 different subjects (again, often showing
post buses). Colours – blue, violet, red, carmine, green and green/blue (see Fig. 3 below).
'Large size' (44¼ x 25¼ mm.) printed in 1958 in rolls of two different sheets printed alternatively along
the length of the roll. 30 different subjects on each sheet (some showing post buses, Swissair subjects
and railway views including trains and bridges). Colours – blue, green and shades of brown.
'Large size' (45 x 25¾ mm.) printed in 1958 in sheets of 25 different subjects (six showing post buses).
Colours – blue, violet, light and dark green, light and dark brown.

A total of 160 different subjects. Some subjects crop up all the time in dealers' boxes,
but others seem to be quite scarce – why ? Note the interesting range of transport
and travel subjects you can collect – by postal coach, Swissair or Federal Railways
in a high degree of comfort ! Thematic collectors are always keen to have some of
these for their displays.
n.b. The two trial prints of the 'Alpine Post' series shown in Fig. 1 on the left-hand
side of the souvenir booklet are from the Large size, 25-subject sheet.

Fig. 4
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Unfortunately the P.T.T. Printing Works and Messers Courvoisier S. A. are no longer there to create new
trial print issues or answer our queries. However, there is still much to learn about them. For example –
• Although not essays or proofs, did any trial prints assist in the evolution of specific stamp
issues? It has long been suggested that the 'Cross and Wavy Lines' and the 'Cross and
Ball' design trial prints were trials for the 1936 'Small Landscapes' definitives (Z201 – 209)
and the 1949 'Technology and Landscape' definitives (Z297 – 308) respectively. They were
all designed and engraved by Karl Bickel and produced by the PTT Printing Works. Roger
Marsden includes the 'Cross and Ball' trial prints in his display of the 1949 definitives
(which can be viewed on the AHPS's Website). Richard Hall makes the observation in his
article in 'Tell' that the small sized version of the 'Alpine Post' trial prints were similar in size
and shape to the 1949 definitives. Which other trial prints might be linked to particular
stamp issues ? (n.b. a block of the 'Cross and Ball' trial prints is shown in Fig. 1)
• David Colman raised a question in our Newsletter (August 2008 P. 57) about the trial print
in Fig. 4 on Page 11. He asked who is the gentleman depicted ? I described it in my book
as : 'Consul' under 'Related Material'. It was recess printed, date unknown. I do not feel that
it was a rejected design for a Pro Juventute issue as David suggested, but the mystery
remains. Can anyone solve it ?
• Where and how can we obtain examples of the 'trial prints' or their equivalent that may
have been produced by the P.T.T.'s and Courvoisier's successors ?
Details of the subject of each 'Alpine Post' design and illustrations of the other three sheets will appear in
a future Newsletter.
REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING - DECEMBER 2011

DAVID HOPE

'MPOs and Special Cancellations' was the subject of the December meeting of the Northern Group. Tony
Hoyle began by showing a wide range of Mobile Post Office postal stationery, cancellations and cachets
over their period of use, including for the 1939 National Exhibition. He then showed a large number of
photographs of the various MPOs which he had obtained from the Swiss Post Office. These included
photographs of the interiors showing the working areas and of the MPOs at GABRA III in 1994 and Thun
Jodlerfest in 1996 which he had taken himself.
Philip Vaughan then displayed a variety of MPO cancellations and cachets up to the 1950s. David
Colman followed up with Customs cancellations, circular cancellations with handwritten dates and Swiss
Postal Agencies abroad. Norton Wragg continued with a selection of covers with Pro Juventute and Pro
Patria stamps cancelled at various MPOs and Stamp Day- and K- cancellations. He also showed a
cover for the Opening day of the Philatelic Office in Bern on 15/9/1943. David Hope provided the final
display - MPO cancellations and cachets showing the first use of an illustrated cachet, foreign language
(English and Esperanto) cachets, colour errors (red instead of black and vice versa), first and last use of
cachets, the introduction of specially made cancels replacing the use of cachets and the last use of the
MPOs. Chairman, David Colman, thanked all those who had brought material for a most interesting
meeting.
WEB TALK

FRED HOADLEY

Searching the internet recently for suitable entries to add to the Useful Links page on our website, I
discovered an interesting one jointly developed by the UPU and the World Association for the
Development of Philately (WADP). On 1st January 2002 they introduced the WADP Numbering System
(WNS), with the aim of creating a database of all authentic postage stamps issued by UPU member
countries and territories on or after that date. For anyone interested in Swiss stamps (and others) issued
since 2002, it’s well worth a visit, at: http://www.wnsstamps.ch/en
A SWISS ARCHIVE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Did you get everything you wanted for Christmas or is there something missing ? If so, why not treat
yourself to the Society's DVD-R which gives you unlimited access to past copies (pre-2007) of the
Society's Newsletter as well as those of the 'Swiss Philatelist' and American Swiss philatelic societies'
journals including 'Tell' (pre-2007). Available at the incredible price of only £5 (including postage) from
Fred Hoadley at webmaster@swiss-philately.co.uk Tel. 01403 711987.
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A ‘ONE-DAY WONDER’ - THE AIR-MAIL JUBILEE STAMP AND FLIGHTS OF SEPTEMBER 1944
PART II
CHARLES LaBLONDE and BOB MEDLAND

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Figure 7: Belgium. The cover of the Swiss Air Mail Handbook (see reference below) illustrates a 20 th
September 1944 letter addressed to Belgium. It was flown from Zürich to Geneva and is correctly paid
for international express mail service at 60 centimes, in addition to the special stamp, for a total of 210
centimes. This is a very clever use of the air mail set together with the special stamp to create a correctly
paid cover.
Figure 8: Bavaria. Letter flown from Lausanne to Zürich. It was registered at a cost of 30 centimes. The
total postage is correct at 180 centimes. It was passed by the Munich censor (Ad) plus other markings.

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Figure 9: Denmark. From George Struble comes a registered cover sent to Denmark. It was flown on the
Geneva to Zürich leg, before going to Denmark. The correct postage for the letter was 150 centimes for
the special flight, 20 centimes international air mail within Europe and 30 centimes international
registration for a total of 200 centimes. The letter is 10 centimes overpaid. In Berlin the letter was
censored by the German SS who had taken over the Berlin censorship operation from the German Army
in late 1944, on orders from Hitler.
Figure 10: Great Britain! This letter caused us some problems at first. It was flown on the special flight
from Geneva to Zürich and was correctly paid at 150 centimes special flight postage, 20 centimes for
international air mail and 30 centimes for registration, making 200 centimes total. Somehow the letter
was collected in Zürich and re-mailed on 12th October 1944 from Geneva to Great Britain. For the
second mailing the letter was treated as a totally new piece of mail and the postage was calculated
accordingly. The postage for the second mailing was 30 centimes for the basic letter, 20 centimes for air
mail and 30 centimes for registration, making 80 centimes total, the correct amount. The Geneva
registration label Number 567 is pasted over the special flight registration label. GB Censor Number
1963 censored the letter upon arrival.
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Fig. 11b

Figure 11a/11b: USA. This letter to the Swiss Consul in New York (as a gift from the PTT?) was carried
on the special flight from Bern to Zürich. The postage for the letter is made up as follows: 150 centimes
for the special flight, 30 centimes for international registration, 210 centimes for international air mail to
North America (12 grams = third weight step) for a total of 390 centimes. The letter is correctly paid.
Note the special PTT marking for postage on reverse. The letter was passed unopened by the Berlin
Censor (Ab) and examined in New York by US Censor Number 5570. The letter arrived in New York on
24th October 1944 after 30 days travel. For late 1944 this is very fast.
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RÖLLI AUCTION
A reminder that the Rölli auction takes place in February. This year it will be from 1st - 4th February in
Lucerne. A copy of the 455 page catalogue is available from the Society's Librarian. Among the items for
sale are the late Fred Pickard's collection of Fiscals. For full details contact Rölli-Schär AG, Haus zum
Seidenhof, Seidenhofstrasse, 2, 4. Stock CH-6003 Luzern. Tel. +41 (0)41 226 02 02 Website –
www.roelliphila.ch Email address – info@roelliphila.ch.
INTERESTING PUBLICATIONS FROM THE SVPS
The members of the SVPS are a very enthusiastic and industrious group of collectors, primarily
interested in postmarks and slogans. The Society normally produces four editions of their journal 'der
Poststempelsammler' each year. Each one is packed with, on average, over a dozen short articles
produced by their members, usually based on their recent acquisitions/finds. In 2010, when celebrating
their 50th Anniversary, they excelled themselves by producing a 62 page Special Edition which was to all
intents and purposes a full potted history of the development and use of postmarks in Switzerland (and
much more).
In September 2011 they produced another 54 page 'Special' to commemorate the Centenary of the
Electric Cancelling Machine in Switzerland and the Special Exhibition that the Society mounted for the
national Ratia 2011 philatelic exhibition in Chur.
Both profusely illustrated publications (in German and some French) are available to borrow from our
Librarian, Derrick Slate. If any member is prepared to produce a review of one or both of them for the
Newsletter, your Editor would be extremely grateful.
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THE ANNUAL COMPETITIONS
As usual the Annual Competitions will be judged by members attending the Society's National Meeting.
The Moore Bowl is for Postal History entries. The Helvetia Silver Cup is for any subject other than Postal
History. Competitors attending the National meeting should simply bring their entry along. Members who
are not attending, but wish to take part, should send a colour photocopy of their entry to reach me (David
Hope) by Wednesday 11th April 2012. If you are intending to mount a display just for members to enjoy
there is no need to inform anyone in advance. The more the merrier ! The full rules of the competitions
are in the November 2009 edition of the Newsletter Page 86. Futher details from David Hope Tel. 0161
303 0091. Postal address : 17, Hawthorn Drive, Stalybridge, Cheshire, SK15 1UE.
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
Southern – Saturday 25th February 2012 – 'Pre-Stamp Mail and Non-Standard Mail' – All Members. The
latter can be in the form of any item that has not been sent ordinary rate (letter, printed matter, or
postcard). Examples would be Registered, Express Delivery, Nachnahme, Parcel Post, Official, etc. All
meetings take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at
10.30.a.m. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
Northern – Saturday 4th February - 'Definitives 1960 – 1968' by David Whitworth. All meetings take place
at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details from David
Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091.
ARTICLES IN OTHER JOURNALS

ADRIAN KEPPEL

Answering a request for details of Swiss-related articles in English which have appeared in philatelic
journals our Publicity Officer, Adrian Keppel, has come up with a list of articles, some of which he
authored himself. Some have appeared in the Newsletter in recent months. The others are :
'Stamp Magazine'
'Sitting Pretty' (ref. Sitting Helvetia definitives issue)
'100 year old Artist Designs Stamps to Celebrate his Own Birthday' (ref. Hans Erni)
'Son of a Giant' (ref. Tell Boy issue)
'Into the Modern World' (ref. Landscape and Engineering definitives)
'The Bigger Picture' (ref. enlarged reproductions of the 'Tell Boy' and other stamps)

April 2009
April 2009
March 2010
December 2010
January 2011

'Stamp and Coin Mart'
'Cathedral Stamps on Song' (ref. the Musical Instrument commemoratives) *
'Postal Passions' (ref. collecting and interpreting covers and their postal markings)

November 2009
March 2010

It is hoped to reproduce one or two more of these articles in the Newsletter over the next twelve months.
* The article in the September edition of our Newsletter ''Another Award for Swiss Design' was partly
based on information from this article.
RECENT AQUISITIONS OF THE AMERICAN PHILATELIC RESEARCH LIBRARY
'Aperçue Historique des Postes Bernoises 1350 – 1850' – published 1967.
'1894 – 1974: 125th Jahre Eidgenossische Post' – Zürich, Swiss National Tourist Office 1971.
'Schweizer Reise mit Briefmarken' – Zurcher, Hanspeter and Messerli, Hans A. - Vevey: Lexi-BildbandVerlag c1969.
Access to the APRL's catalogue is through the Library's website - http://blog.stamplibrary.org/ Nonmembers may access materials though inter-library loan for a fee. Library staff can provide you with a list
of suggested titles in your area of interest. Address – 100, Match Factory Place, Bellefonte, PA 16823,
U.S.A. Tel. - 814-933-3803. N.B. This is the correct webste address of the Library. That given on page 8
of the January 2012 edition of the Newsletter was incorrect. Apologies (Editor)
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GOOD TO KNOW ! BY WERNER GATTIKER
The Three Types of the Tell Boy Stamps 1909-30
All catalogues clearly explain and
illustrate the three types found in this
design:
Type 1 has the cord running in front
of the stock (which is incorrect) and
this is usually clearly visible.
Type 2 shows the cord running
behind the stock, and the loop on top of the crossbow is thin and asymmetric.
Type 3 has the cord running behind the stock also, but the loop is now thicker and fairly symmetric, also
the serifs in the lettering have been strengthened.
These catalogued differences between types 2 and 3 are not always clearly visible, but there is another
clear distinguishing mark which is often easier to see: the difference in the height of the steps forming
the base: Type 2: The two steps are of equal thickness - Type 3: The lower step is thicker, the upper
step is thinner. - see illustration. This can be useful to know, especially if the postmark obscures the
other signs, and may be of vital importance if you think that you have found a rare 5c on 7½c surcharge
in Type 3 (Z. 148 III).
VIEWING SWISS DISPLAYS
Further to the previous article on this matter in the July 2010 issue of our Newsletter Page 59. If you
have a spare moment may I suggest that you take a look at the 'Exhibits Archive' pages of the American
HPS's Website. It contains the sheets of some of their members' extensive displays, including medal
winning entries at major international exhibitions. Subjects include: 'The Imperforate and Perforate
Sitting Helvetias', 'The Early Development of the Swiss Airmail Service', 'De Coppet Razor Cancels',
'Mail during the Franco-Prussian War', 'The 1949 Engineering and Landscape Issue'. 'A to Z International Mail to Switzerland from all Corners of the World' and 'The Postal Service at the Hotel
Schweizerhof, Luzern'. Careful study could be a great aid to those contemplating future displays or
competition entries. They provide a comprehensive introduction to the stamp issue or theme and
illustrate the quality and range of material required to achieve that elusive goal of 'completeness', The list
of awards obtained by their members at the Annual National Stamp Exhibition in the USA over the last
12 years should give inspiration to philatelic societies everywhere. One further tip 'though – a
reasonably sized bank balance can sometimes help ! (Editor)
A NEW MEMBER
Mike Hodgkins who lives in the East Midlands, has found us on the Internet. Welcome to the Society
Mike. We look forward to seeing you, and all our members, at future national or regional meetings.
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